RBG
At the age of 85, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg has developed a lengthy legal legacy while becoming
an unexpected pop culture icon. But the unique personal journey
of her rise to the nation's highest court has been largely unknown,
even to some of her biggest fans - until now. RBG explores
Ginsburg's life and career.

Kingdom Of Silence
An in-depth look at Washington Post journalist Jamal Khashoggi's
life, work, and murder amidst the complexity of U.S.-Saudi Arabia
relations. Exclusive interviews explore Khashoggi's con nections
with Saudi rulers, Middle Eastern jihadists, and fellow global
journalists, as well as his enduring global legacy.

The Reason I Jump
Moments in the lives of each of the characters are linked by the
journey of a young Japanese boy through an epic landscape;
narrated passages from Naoki's writing reflect on what his autism
means to him and others, how his perception of the world differs,
and why he acts in the way he does: the reason he jumps. The
film distills these elements into a sensually rich tapestry that leads
to Naoki's core message: not being able to speak does not mean
there is nothing to say..

The Civil War
Hailed as a film masterpiece and landmark in historical
storytelling, Ken Burns's epic documentary brings to life
America's most destructive -- and defining -- conflict. Here is the
saga of celebrated generals and ordinary soldiers, a heroic and
transcendent president and a country that had to divide itself in
two in order to become one.
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Documentaries

MLK/FBI

Maiden

Based on newly discovered and declassified files, utilizing a trove
of documents obtained through the Freedom of Information Act
and unsealed by the National Archives, as well as revelatory
restored footage, the documentary explores the government's
history of targeting Black activists and the contested meaning
behind some of the our most cherished ideals.

The true story of skipper Tracy Edwards and the first all-female
crew to enter the Whitbread Round the World race.

The Comedy Store

Won't You Be My Neighbor

The documentary series brings to life the legends, heartbreak,
and history created at the Comedy Store, which over the past 47
years has launched the careers of a breathtaking array of stars.
As a Comedy Store alum, former stand-up comic Binder spotlights
one of pop culture's great laboratories with never-before-seen
footage and incisive, emotional interviews with some of the
biggest names in comedy.

In his beloved television program, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood,
Fred and his cast of puppets and friends spoke directly to young
children about some of life's weightiest issues, in a simple, direct
fashion. There hadn't been anything like Mr. Rogers on television
before and there hasn't been since.

Markie In Milwaukee

Three Identical Strangers

Fundamentalist Baptist minister Markie Wenzel decides, at age
46, to finally come out as transgender and start living as female. It
is a decision that ended her 20-year marriage, cut her off from her
community, and estranged her from her three children. But her
struggles are emblematic of a larger fixation on identity--political,
spiritual and personal--and she's surrounded by a community that
is deeply invested in gender expectations.

The astonishing true story of three men who make the chance
discovery, at the age of nineteen, that they are identical triplets,
separated at birth and adopted to different parents.

Apollo 11

Honeyland

Immersed in the perspectives of the astronauts, the team in
Mission Control, and the millions of spectators on the ground, we
vividly experience those momentous days and hours in 1969
when humankind took a giant leap into the future.

Hatidze lives with her ailing mother in the mountains of
Macedonia, making a living cultivating honey using ancient
beekeeping traditions. When an unruly family moves in next door,
what at first seems like a balm for her solitude becomes a source
of tension as they, too, want to practice beekeeping, while
disregarding her advice

America's National Parks : Centennial
Collection
Celebrate the 100th birthday of America's best idea.Insightful
explorations and fascinating stories of America's most majestic
lands include Olympic, Yosemite, Everglades, Yellowstone,
Saguaro, Grand Canyon, and Great Smoky Mountains.

Free Solo
Despite attempts by his friends, loved ones and his new girlfriend
to dissuade him from this dangerous feat, Alex Honnold, the
world's most accomplished free soloist climber, prepares mentally
and physically for his most daring adventure to date: scaling the
3200-foot El Capitan in Yosemite without a rope or safety gear. If
he succeeds, it will mark the largest wall he, or anyone else, for
that matter, has ascended without any kind of equipment.

